
  

 

 
  

 



Proposal for a GLOBAL SACRED GEOMETRY & HARMONIC SCIENCE 
Hub - Library - Research & Inter-Cultural Center 

       
Background: 
 
• Just like there is an urgent need to save the seeds of fast disappearing plants and trees, there is also a global need to safeguard and 
share widely the scattered seeds of alternative knowledge, traditions, wisdom and lifestyles that are endangered at this time of rapid 
changes. We are talking about the large number of creative humans, pioneers & bioneers, pilgrims, researchers, inventors, innovators, 
practical and visionary scientists, mystics, artists, troubadours and craft people… who were born seekers and, in their own unique way, 
contributed new gifts for the enhancement of humanity. The 20th and 21st centuries are rich with such “seeds” - unfortunately, most of the 
time, they were ignored or unrecognized by the dominant culture & institutions. Yet these seeds are very valuable for the bio-diversity of 
the human species and the orientation of the current / future generations towards a world of global cooperation, peace and harmony.  
 
• Various efforts have been made to collect and share these alternative seeds and, sometimes, to develop them into full-blown 
movements or practical technologies: organizations, conferences, networks, magazines, websites and charismatic individuals have all 
endeavored to broaden the restricted mindsets in science / medicine / technology / culture / economy / education / daily life… and insert a 
fresh breath, radically new perspectives, or just plain common sense… But, as we all see and know, there is MUCH MORE to accomplish 
in terms of expanding the consciousness, happiness and oneness of humanity... The heralded new humanity is now barely visible 
through its many setbacks, yet dawning with each human-of-good-will awakening to their life as a harmonic fractal of the universal love... 
 
Sacred Geometry and Harmonic Science: 
 
• We are focusing here on a family (and lineage) of seeds that are both knowledge and wisdom: SACRED GEOMETRY and HARMONIC 
SCIENCE. Harmony is an encompassing, non-denominational term that is accepted by everyone as a positive value in life. Harmonic 
Science (HS hereafter) refers to the understanding of the laws and ways of harmony, from quantum physics / EM frequencies to musical 
scales, yoga & meditation practices, and politics... Harmony is versatile: it can be a verifiable science or can be a wisdom...  
 
• Sacred Geometry (SG hereafter) is a knowledge in the sense that it cross-correlates all the fields of human exploration, from 
astrophysics to mathematics, biology, art, architecture, traditions, mysticism, cultures and even the stock market or dentistry... SG is also 
a wisdom in the sense that it points, for the sincere seeker, to the experience of an inner and universal proportion or relationship with 
oneness and centeredness... an inner jump in the cosmic mandala, beyond the pretentions of the separate and temporary mind.  
 
• SG and Harmony are, in essence, powerful vectors of horizontal and vertical integration, both socially and personally, globally and 
mystically. SG and HS are now sharing the front stage as the potential core elements of the global value system that all nations and all 
human beings are presently seeking, whether they acknowledge it or not... 
 
• SG and the quest for Harmony, in the course of history and civilizations, have come in and out of official recognition, from being 
“esoteric” to being the very foundation of some cultures… Presently, SG and HS are on an official ascension course: they receive a 
growing attention from all quarters…  Many researchers, seekers and pilgrims-of-life, from scientists to globetrotters to mystics to public 
figures, have gathered data, have made specific (re)-discoveries, or have shared insights & practices that consolidate our collective 
database of SG and HS. These “seeds of oneness" are floating around the world and beg to be found, assembled and inserted in a 
meaningful context so they can fructify and contribute to the collective evolution of humanity. 
 
• The idea of a Global hub of SG and HS is timely. What has already been gathered from ancient traditions is now reconfirmed from the 
cutting edge of science, in all disciplines, and practiced as a creative, proactive way of life. Languages might look different but the fractal 
harmonic cascades of fibo-phi ratios connecting humans, earth and the cosmos are perennial and give us a framework of universal 
belongingness for the building of a civilization honoring LIFE and offering to the young generations renewed hope of fully unfolding their 
evolutionary, cosmic potential... 
 
A Personal note: 
 
As a mandala artist, SG researcher and lover of harmony, Aya created a large collection of mandala paintings (the StarWheels) and, in 
the course of compiling the Encyclopedia of SG, assembled an extensive library of SG/HS books. Some of these documents are from the 
unrecognized fringe of innovators who have already journeyed away… As my life moves on, I would like the collection of StarWheels and 
this library to be adopted by a global institution empowered to protect them and share them with interested parties and humanity at large. 
 
Highlights of the Global Center for Sacred Geometry & Harmonic Science: 
 
• A physical, organized, accessible repository of SG and HS resources: manuscripts, research notes, proceedings, journals, published 
and self-published books, audio-visual materials, mp3 and mp4, internet databases & websites, prototypes & models… These would be 
constantly updated from the global market place and www, in order to be made accessible to bona fide researchers… These materials to 
be digitized and offered online with easy navigation, 2-D and 3-D formats, and interactive, iconic, sensory-based languages... 
 
• An important function of the SG/HS Center is to offer storage and protection for the many valuable SG & HS resources gathered, 
the world over, by unrecognized researchers, inventors or organizations.  When people pass away, their lifework and related papers / 



journals / libraries / networks tend to be scattered on the market place or sold at auctions and lost to mankind. Funds would be made 
available to offer a future life to these resources… and research how they can connect the proverbial dots... 
 
• An Exploratorium Space for Hands-on, Eyes-on and Ears-on experience of SG and HS… multi-sensory presentations, games, events, 
props and models, showcases of discoveries, modular journeys, rotating exhibits in a yearly agenda, interactive explorations, VR & 
Holographic immersions… An uninhibited and spontaneous play ground for the inner cosmic kids in all of us... 
 
•  An Educational & Promotional Hub for the formulation of standards in sharing and learning SG & HS, on a personal, community, 
national and international levels... Programs and courses in Sciences & Practices of Harmony to be developed in many types of media, 
working in cooperation with museums, schools, universities, community neighborhoods, youth centers, social media… An extensive and 
easy-access global website, with instant translation in main world languages, for home study of SG and HS, with various levels of study 
and internationally recognized degrees & certifications. Facilitation of the progressive entrance of SG and HS in academic programs… 
Online spotlights and popular shows with known scientists or mystics or everyday people who have uncovered aspects of SG and HS in 
their work, experiences or daily & community life... Politics of Peace and social ways of Non-Violent Communication are applied HS... 
 
• A global network and cooperative of Friends of the SG/HS Center... A planetary family living, sharing and promoting Harmony on 
Earth... Online journals, apps, conferences… Multi-media support, exchange, inspiration… with special attention to kids, families and the 
development of games, yoga practices, art-music-dance programs that emphasize cooperative, harmonic interactions…  
SG and HS are wonderful weavers of community, because they embrace and connect in a surround way: vertically and horizontally… 
Re-learning from ancient / native cultures ways of personal and collective harmony with self, Mother Earth and the universe… Eco-
Camps and Exploration-Vacations geared to the systainability and restoration of environments in various locations and eco-systems, 
bringing together personal observation of natural SG patterns / dynamics and scientific understanding… and offering hands-on 
experience with reforestation, permaculture, seed banks, food forests and sustainable diets... 
 
• A rotating board of pioneers in SG or Harmonic Guardians to function as guides for the development and direction of the SG/HS 
Center. It would be auspicious to have onboard equal representatives of various sciences, arts, cultures, ways of life, races and 
countries… SG and HS have the potential to unite nations, religions and mindsets… and raise humanity above its obsolete, dividing 
belief systems... 
 
• A yearly Global Festival / Gathering / Convergence / Celebration of Sacred Geometry & Harmonic Life... Ancient inheritance, 
current developments and future perspectives... Cutting edge Science, Music, Dance, Arts, Architecture, Traditions, Medicine, Yogas, 
Education, Ecologies... Harmonic Convergence happened globally in 1987, coinciding with a celestial alignment. A local Conference on 
SG took place in 2004, in Sedona, AZ. The power of unification offered by HS and SG can be the foundation of an earth-wide Festival 
celebrating Harmony and Oneness through SG/HS and related knowledge / wisdom / lifestyles... A global call is set forth to all humans:  
 
                                  Become the best life and cosmos-attuned musical instrument of harmony you can be... 

Let the song of Harmony be a resounding & dancing contribution to a global culture of oneness & love for all life… 
 

Insights, ideas, offers, smiles, co-creation or inspiration? 
Email aya@starwheels.com 

www.SchoolOfSacredGeometry.org   
 
 

 


